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Today’s Christian book market is flooded with popular volumes on spiritual warfare, many of them 

based more on fantasy novels and pop psychology than the Word of God.  This brief volume on 

Satan and the Christian life therefore shines a welcome beam of Biblical light on the subject.  

 

Although brief, the book is remarkably thorough.  In the first section, the author provides a succinct 

overview of the Biblical teaching on the Devil and the views of the Church in the past and present.  

He helpfully addresses such matters as Satan’s origins and demise, demon possession in the Bible 

and today, and notes how denials of the reality of Satan by today’s theologians have coincided with 

an alarming increase of interest in the occult.  In all of this, however, the author is quick to point the 

reader to Christ’s victory over their Enemy at the Cross and his final doom.   

 

In the remaining three sections, Beeke applies these Biblical doctrines to the life of the believer, and 

does so in a remarkably practical and readable way.  We are exhorted to put on and use the armor of 

God in building a strong defense, and then to go on the offensive by persevering use of the Word of 

God and prayer.  Perhaps the most helpful chapters are those that provide a list of the Devil’s 

strategies and how to resist and overcome them.  This material is unapologetically drawn from 

classic Puritan works such as Thomas Brooks’ “Precious Remedies Against Satan’s Devices”, but is 

most welcome in that it mines some of these harder-to-read volumes and puts their gems within the 

grasp of the average reader.  The author concludes by offering several useful resolutions for 

overcoming the enemy in our personal lives, congregations and nations.   

 

Striving Against Satan is marked by the author’s customary clear and engaging style, relentlessly 

driving home pointed applications to the soul.  If you are looking for a straightforward, reliable 

guide to spiritual warfare, look no further.  It is highly recommended reading for all, but perhaps 

especially to young people.  Add one to your college student’s next care package!   
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